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FRA DANA'S ART WORLD: STUDIOS OF WIND AND GRASS
By Megan McNamer
Office of University Relations
University of Montana
MISSOULA—
"I was born, I married, I painted a little, I am ready to die."
Those are words Fra Dana wrote from the Blackstone Apartments in
Great Falls in 1947, when asked for some background on herself0 The letter
was sent off to professors of the art department at the University of Montana
(then MSU), who were preparing an exhibit of some of her paintings.
That cryptic beginning was elaborated upon, just barely.
For the record
at the

I was born in Terre Haute, Indiana.

Cincinnati Art Academy at the age of 15.

Began studying painting

Studied later with William

M. Chase in New York and one winter had a studio in Paris.
by stage coach.
Hardin],

She wrote:

Came west in 1892,

Married E.L. Dana and thereafter lived on the ~

ranch [near

Have been an invalid for several years, but hope to be able to paint

again soon."
Fra Dana (nee Dinwiddie) died of cancer a few years later and was buried
at Highland cemetery in Great Falls.

Her only survivor was a half-sister in

Los Angeles, to whom she bequeathed a large amount of money.

Her housekeeper

also received a good sum, and a sizable donation went to a children's home
in Helena.

The University of Montana received from her estate a collection

of paintings and books that give evidence of an unusual life lived between the
(more)

Fra Dana’s Art World—

add one

prominent art galleries and studios of the world and the bare plains
of eastern Montana.
Included in that collection are paintings by Alfred Maurer, an
important American modernist, with whom she studied in Paris0
those paintings is of Dana.

One of

Another portrait of her, painted by William

Merritt Chase, is in the collection.

Chase was also an American artist

of stature and a teacher of Fra Dana.
Paintings by J.A. Sharp point to a friendship and correspondence between
the western artist and Dana.
"Mr. Sharp of Wyoming was a good friend," an acquaintance of Dana wrote
the UM after her death.

"He wrote her and advised her and encouraged her.

He thought she had a great future."
The works of Sharp, who was a contemporary of Charles Russell and E.S.
Paxson, are greatly sought after in the art world today, according to Dennis
Kern, curator of the UM collection.
"He was a very quiet person,"

says Kern.

Russell, so was kind of overshadowed.
being fully realized.

"He didn't have the flair of

His worth as an artist is just now

There are paintings by him at the Smithsonian and one

in the Louvre."
Sharp's principal subjects were western scenes and people.

He lived

at Crow Agency for a number of years in order to paint Indian life.

He used

to collaborate with Russell and Paxson on impromptu paintings that helped
pay bar tabs.

(Still, "He was a quiet, family man,"

says Kern.)

Fra Dana was also at home with western ways*
"She rode the roundup

and lived the life of a cattle-rancher's wife,"

wrote the acquaintance, who goes on to mention, "She was very beautiful and
delicate."
(more)

Fra Dana's Art World-- add two

A few of her paintings in the UM collection are of western inspiration,
such as one titled "Old Rat," the subject being perhaps a neighboring rancher
or a hired hand.

His forehead is pale and his face is swarthy—

usually wore a hat.

showing he

It's easy to imagine his insistence at removing it,

while posing, uncomfortably, for "Mrs. Dana."
Other paintings by Dana are impressionistic.

Notes on her early UM

exhibit read, "Fra Dana's work shows a definite influence of the impressionist
movement, which flourished in the first half of the 19th century.

Impressionism

is a branch of naturalism that presents the juxtaposition of colors so that
the adjacent placing of yellow and blue, for instance, appears green when
viewed from a distance."
A sense of distance is felt in more than a technical way when looking at
a painting of Dana's called "On the Window Seato"

The qualities of light and

color, the sensation of soft, early-morning sun and bird sounds beyond the
window give

the impression of another world to a Montanan in the middle of

winter.
The Dana Collection, as it's called at the UM, gives off all sorts of
"other world" sensations.

Questions come up.

What was she doing, an artist

("delicate and beautiful"), riding herd in eastern Montana?

What made her

leave the Paris art scene and come west, by stagecoach, in the first place?
Her travels spanned the globe.

Periods of residence, for study, were

spent in New York, Paris, Egypt and Mexico.

Brought back to Montana were

Ming dynasty scrolls, a Tibetan painting, Japanese watercolors, original
Daumier lithographs... How did those figure into ranch life?
Maybe Fra Dana and her collection were indicative of a not-so-uncommon
phenomenon in those early days: refinement, cultivation, the "things of
culture" in the midst of raw, fresh country—
The blend seems to work.
Montana, thanks to Fra Dana.

windswept clean of self-consciousness.

Sharp's West is in the Louvre.

But also in

